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EDGAR filers must follow XBRL US data-quality rules
By D imensions staff
The SEC has formalized its ongoing commitment to XBRL quality. The EDGAR filing system now supports dataquality checks based on the rules for XBRL tagging that were developed by the XBRL US Data Quality Committee.
These rules are included in the EDGAR Filer Manual (Volume II), as implemented in March 2021. The Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) also made them part of the US GAAP Taxonomy Release 2021.
Joan Berg, chair of the XBRL US Data Quality Committee and Director of XBRL Services at Toppan Merrill, affirms
the significance of the new requirement. “It is a major acknowledgement by the SEC of the critical importance of
XBRL data quality and the role of the DQC in improving the overall quality of XBRL submissions,” she told
D imensions . In addition, she explained, all registrants are now on notice that these rules, developed by a group
invested in the goal of achieving usable XBRL data, “should be taken seriously.”
For insights into this requirement, including some background on the Data Quality Committee, the prevention of
XBRL errors, the role of the FASB, and the likely future developments, we turned to three experts:
» Campbell Pryde, CEO of XBRL US
» J. Louis Matherne, Chief of Taxonomy Development at FASB
» David Shaw, Senior Project Manager—XBRL at FASB
XBRL US: Campbell Pryde
What is the XBRL US Data Quality Committee?
The XBRL US Data Quality Committee (DQC) is a group of individuals representing software providers, data
aggregators, institutional investors, the accounting profession, and academia, who are tasked with developing
guidance and validation rules to prevent or detect inconsistencies or errors in XBRL data submitted to the SEC.
Why was the DQC created?
The DQC was formed in 2015 with a goal to help corporate issuers improve the quality and usability of their XBRL
financial data filed with the SEC. We recognized that more guidance was needed for issuers to help them navigate
through the US GAAP Taxonomy and consistently tag their financials.
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How many rules have been developed by the DQC?
To date, we have published 14 rulesets, with over 100 individual rules, each
of which covers multiple concepts in the US GAAP Taxonomy. The
negative-value-input rule, for example, applies to hundreds of concepts to
help issuers identify potential problems prior to filing.
Which rules detect the most errors?
The most common error we have been seeing of late is when an issuer
incorrectly uses a member on an axis, followed by missing calculations on
face financials. A common example of the former is when an issuer uses
the Legal Entity Axis for facts that apply only to the Consolidated Entity. The
third biggest category of errors continues to be negative-value errors, but
we have seen a significant decline in error count since our rules began
tracking that issue in filings.
What is the process for identifying new rules? Who participates in
evaluating the rules and their impact?
Rules are developed through a rigorous seven-step process, where we
gather input about recognized errors from filing agents, data providers, and
data consumers, then consider the potential impact of the establishment of
a rule. We write up clear, unambiguous error messages, test the rules
against historical filings, then publish them for a public review period to get
further input. Once the public exposure period closes, we incorporate
market feedback and publish the freely available rules for all to use.
How does a company catch up on learning more about the DQC rules
and their use to improve the quality of their XBRL in SEC filings?
Most issuers access and use the rules through their own EDGAR/XBRL tool
or service provider. We certify vendors to make sure they can successfully
run the rules in their applications. Issuers have the option of running the
rules against their filing on the XBRL US website as well.
Which DQC rules are incorporated as checks into the revised EDGAR
Filer Manual (Volume II)? Will more become part of it in time?
The 2021 release now includes six DQC rules covering situations including
incorrect negative-value input, reversed calculation, required calculation
parent in the cash-flow statement, element values not in alignment, and an
axis that contains inappropriate members. These have been incorporated
into the US GAAP Taxonomy and are referenced in the Filer Manual. The
FASB will be adding more rules over time with upcoming releases.
Why did the SEC decide to rely on the DQC rules and not just create
its own rules or merely reference the DQC rules as a resource? What’s
the significance of this decision by the SEC?
The XBRL US DQC rule development and vetting process involves
participation by many stakeholders. It is fairly fluid because we need to
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RULES ARE DEVELOPED
THROUGH A RIGOROUS
SEVEN-STEP PROCESS

accept and react quickly to changes in the US GAAP Taxonomy, in how
investors are accessing it and in how preparers are interpreting how to
work with it. These factors make it more easily handled by industry
because we can more quickly adapt to changes and reflect input in the
rules that may change over time. That said, the SEC and FASB offer a lot
of guidance through the EDGAR Filer Manual, reports and guidance, and
tools that they provide to issuers.
Is this an acknowledgment by the SEC of the importance of data
quality and accurate XBRL tagging?
The inclusion of the DQC rules in the US GAAP Taxonomy, along with the
reference to the XBRL US DQC in the EDGAR Filer Manual, is simply
further confirmation that data quality is of critical importance to the
Commission and that every filer should be using these freely available
rules. And it clearly points out that the XBRL-formatted financials are just
as important as the paper-based version of the company’s financials.
Does this indicate the potential for broadened XBRL-tagging
requirements in more SEC filings and other parts of them, or
potential enforcement for repeated errors?
The SEC has made a number of rule proposals that point to greater
reliance on XBRL for reported disclosures. For example, variable-annuity
and life-insurance companies and business-development companies will
soon be required to submit their disclosures in XBRL format. The
acceptance of the DQC rules is simply further evidence that the
Commission recognizes how XBRL can be used to further improve the
quality of information. This kind of automated validation simply would not
be possible if the data were not in structured, standardized format.
Should an SEC filer first check its filings against the rules on the
XBRL US website before trying to submit it with the SEC?
Absolutely. Every filer should use the rules to check its XBRL financials,
but filers should first turn to their filing agent or application provider,
because many of these have the rules built in for ease of use. If the filer is
working with an application that does not, then yes, use the rules at the
XBRL US website.
Does Inline XBRL allow more validation and error-checking than
standard XBRL?
Inline XBRL is extremely helpful for manual reconciliation and review, as it
allows viewers to see how a fact was tagged if they look at it in a viewer,
such as the SEC viewer. This can be very helpful for organizations where
multiple departments—e.g., legal, accounting, investor relations—are
involved in reviewing and approving a document before it is finalized. But
automated validation and error-checking is performed the same way on
an XBRL document, whether it is reported in Inline XBRL, XML, JSON, or
even CSV.
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THE SEC HAS MADE A
NUMBER OF RULE
PROPOSALS THAT POINT
TO GREATER RELIANCE
ON XBRL FOR REPORTED
DISCLOSURES.

How will the EDGAR system inform filers of defects in XBRL quality?
The SEC recently announced that the EDGAR system will inform filers of certain quality issues using warning
messages driven by errors identified through the rules of the XBRL US Data Quality Committee.
Do you have data on the most common XBRL errors? Will the SEC also collect data on this that it will share
with XBRL US?
We maintain an archive of errors generated so that we can track how use of the rules has affected the market, and so
we can determine if we need to revise any rules already available. They can be found on our website through charts
showing aggregated real-time filing errors.
How has the use of DQC rules impacted the perception and use of XBRL by data users?
The charts of aggregated real-time filing errors show a definite decline in the number of errors in public company
filings, which provides further evidence that most corporate issuers are using the rules.
Do you envision that the DQC rules related to IFRS filings will be incorporated in future SEC warnings?
Both the FASB and the IASB have observers who sit in on our DQC meetings and work with us closely as we develop
and refine the rules. We will continue to develop rules for IFRS filers just as we do for US GAAP filers. In Europe, a
similar process is being discussed as the European Securities and Markets Authority recognizes that DQC-type rules
will be helpful for their implementation as well.
FASB: J. Louis Matherne and David Shaw
Which DQC rules are incorporated as checks into the revised system? Will more become part of it in time?
The SEC supports new data-quality-enhancing checks included by the FASB in the DQC Rules Taxonomy (DQCRT).
The DQCRT was developed by the FASB through public review in collaboration with market participants and the
XBRL US Data Quality Committee. The FASB expects to add more DQC rules to the DQCRT in future updates.
How are these rules selected for inclusion in the FASB DQCRT?
The FASB acceptance process for including DQC rules in the DQCRT involves reviewing the DQC process for
designing, exposing, testing, and addressing feedback for the rule; identifying the risks of including the rule in the
DQCRT; and independently testing the rule. Our baseline expectation is that the rule has been available for use after
formal approval by the DQC for at least one annual cycle to confirm that it is working as expected. Once the FASB
determines these criteria have been met—and in consultation with the SEC, XBRL US staff, and the DQC—the rule
becomes a candidate for inclusion in the next DQCRT release, at which time the SEC will consider it for inclusion in
EDGAR.
Why is it useful for the SEC to rely on the DQC rules and not just create its own rules, or merely reference
them as a resource?
While the SEC has a number of validation checks that are aimed at improving data quality, such as including one on
negative values, the DQC rules are the result of a market effort to address data quality by market participants with
first-hand experience in dealing with data-quality issues and developing solutions that can be implemented in
XBRL-tagging software. This is the SEC being responsive to and engaging in an effective manner with the community
it regulates. Additionally, including these market-developed rules in EDGAR gives them more prominence with all
market participants, increasing the likelihood of data-quality improvements across all registrants.
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What is the significance of that decision by the SEC?
Even though the rules are warnings from the EDGAR system, they are
being made visible by the regulatory authority and are not dependent on
the tools being used.
How does the FASB get involved in the SEC decision related to the
EDGAR Filing Manual?
In general, the FASB, in consultation with its Taxonomy Advisory Group
(TAG) and other constituents, provides input to the SEC on ways to
improve the EFM rules, with corresponding positive effects on data quality
based on market observations and taxonomy-design requirements. The
DQCRT is simply one highly visible example of this involvement.
Why is the FASB part of this process? Why does the SEC not take the
rules directly from XBRL US?
The FASB is a part of the DQC process by participating in the DQC’s rules
group and proposing rules to include based on taxonomy modeling, and
as an active observer to the DQC meetings. Including the DQCRT with the
GAAP Taxonomy facilitates this process, as it assists in ensuring the rules
properly validate against the GAAP Taxonomy.
Why did the FASB in the US GAAP 2021 taxonomy include new
data-quality-enhancing checks?
The DQCRT was added to the FASB Taxonomies with the specific goal of
enhancing data quality by increasing exposure to the XBRL US DQC
rules. The first version of the DQCRT in 2020 included three DQC rules.
The 2021 DQCRT includes three more. Future DQCRT updates will
include additional rules. Our approach is to methodically build out the
DQCRT in a measured way to make sure it works as intended and give us
the ability to recalibrate, if necessary.
Which DQC rules are you considering for inclusion in the next
taxonomy? How will you select those rules?
We are currently soliciting input for which rules to add in the 2022 DQCRT.
We are looking to add another two to three rules that meet our criteria for
inclusion in the DQCRT. Our objective is to add rules that have higher lists
of exceptions so that we achieve broader coverage in addressing more
pervasive data-quality issues.

N ote : The views expressed here are those of the respondents and
not necessarily those of their respective organizations.
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THE DQCRT WAS ADDED TO
THE FASB TAXONOMIES
WITH THE SPECIFIC GOAL
OF ENHANCING DATA
QUALITY BY INCREASING
EXPOSURE TO THE XBRL US
DQC RULES.

Disclosure in SEC filings of
risk factors after a data breach
Abstracted from: Is Cybersecurity Risk Factor Disclosure Informative? Evidence From Disclosures
Following A Data Breach
By Prof. Jing Chen, Prof. Elaine Henry, and Xi Jiang
Stevens Institute of Technology
SSRN, February 18, 2021
Study of companies that endure a hack. Data breaches have become more common, more severe, and costlier to
remedy over the past few decades. Accounting professors Jing Chen and Elaine Henry, with research associate Xi
Jiang, consider whether and how public companies change their disclosure of cybersecurity risk factors after suffering
a data breach. The sample set included 279 one-year periods in which a company suffered a data breach matched
with 277 one-year control periods in which another company did not. Matching was based on the companies’
Standard Industrial Classification codes and amounts of total assets. The SEC began requiring risk-factor disclosure in
Item 1A of Form 10-K on December 1, 2005 (as well as in 10-Qs), so all the one-year periods were between 2006 and
2018. Of the 205 breached companies, 154 (75.1%) had one breach, and 51 (24.9%) had more than one. Post-breach
disclosure was measured by counting cybersecurity-risk key words on a list constructed by borrowing from and
adding to earlier researchers’ lists. Breach severity was measured by stock-price fluctuations in the three days from
the day before a company announced a breach to the day after.
Disclosure after breaches is a cut above. The data support the authors’ initial hypothesis: Breached companies
increased their disclosure of cybersecurity risk factors more than the matched, non-breached companies did. While
the trend among all companies was to augment disclosure of risk factors, the disclosure by non-breached companies
rose—but not substantially—from the pre-breach to the post-breach year of the matched, breached companies. The
data also support the authors’ second hypothesis: Breached companies increased their disclosure significantly more
after a severe breach than after a slight one. Furthermore, the greater the media’s coverage of a breach, the greater
the increase in disclosure was likely to be. The authors find that the SEC’s 2011 guidance on disclosing cybersecurity
risk factors led to sharp increases in post-breach disclosure by both breached and matched, non-breached
companies, although the disclosure disparity between them remained.
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Angry investors tend to chop stock prices. Another aspect of the study was whether the stock market punishes a
company’s reduction in disclosure of cybersecurity risk factors. Investors did not substantially lower the stock price
when a non-breached company reduced disclosure, the authors determine; however, they did respond when a
breached company reduced it, because they expected more disclosure after a breach. While investors seem to take
the severity of a breach into account when lowering the stock price at the time of the company’s announcement of
the breach, they do not seem to do so at the time of the company’s subsequent reduction in disclosure.
Issuers aim to pare the information deficit. The authors considered three possible motivations for management to
augment disclosure of cybersecurity risk factors after a data breach. They found no evidence that the motivation was
to head off litigation by disgruntled stockholders. Instead, the predominant motivation was to increase transparency
and therefore stockholders’ confidence in the information they received. The third motivation, which ranked between
the other two in importance, was to discourage future hackers by indicating that management had implemented a
dynamic cybersecurity strategy that would hike the cost of pulling off a data breach.
Abstracted from SSRN (www.ssrn.com), published by Elsevier, Radarweg 29, 1043 NX Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Article available at
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3780388.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

SPAC odyssey 2021: SOX compliance for new issuers
By D imensions staff
The special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) has become a popular vehicle for taking private companies public. The
SPAC odyssey launches with a Form S-1 SEC filing, moves at light speed through the complex process of going public,
and then has 18 to 24 months to acquire its target or to merge with the target (a process known as a “de-SPAC”). For the
target private company, the merger injects publicly raised capital that might otherwise come from the traditional IPO
process, but with less risk from poor IPO timing or inaccurate valuations.
The SPAC has taken off in the volatile markets of the pandemic. According to research by Toppan Merrill, only 28% of
IPO filings in 2019 were SPACs; in 2020, that percentage jumped to 62%, and the trend continues in 2021.
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The rise of the SPAC places a spotlight on compliance requirements for newly public companies. The most arduous
compliance demands come from the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, as explained in a Toppan Merrill video primer featuring
Elizabeth Epler Jones of consulting firm AXIA Partners. In her view, many IPO companies are unprepared for the
compliance challenges of being public—and “what seems to trip up most companies is that they are caught
[unprepared] when it comes to SOX.”
Three key stages of SOX compliance
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) has 11 sections, all of which pose compliance requirements. Three key sections, Ms. Epler
Jones explains, warrant special attention for newly public companies:
•

Section 302 requirements are effective with the company’s first 1934 Act filing (Exhibit 31 of Form 10-K or 10-Q).
This section requires signed personal statements from the principal executive and financial officers of the
company, certifying that financial statements have been reviewed and are materially correct. “They are accepting
personal responsibility for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures and internal controls
over financial reporting, that all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses have been properly disclosed,
and that they are not aware of any instances of fraud,” observes Ms. Epler Jones.

•

Section 906 requires a written statement from the CEO and the CFO declaring that the financial report “fairly
presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the issuer.” The crux of this
section involves the application of criminal penalties for failing to produce a report that matches these
requirements. Prison time can result from any deliberate attempt to obfuscate information. “This is the first time
that [the CEO and CFO] can get penalized for certifying a misleading or fraudulent report; it can be up to $5 million
or 20 years in prison,” warns Ms. Epler Jones. “It’s a pretty big deal.”

•

Section 404 requires annual reports to include the company’s own assessment of internal controls over financial
reporting [Section 404(a)] and, typically after a company exits “emerging-growth status” as defined by the SEC,
adds in the auditor’s attestation requirements [Section 404(b)]. Note that Foreign Private Issuers (FPIs) are also
required to file SOX certifications in their annual reports on Form 20-F or 40-F.

When does SOX compliance hit?
Understanding the SOX-compliance timeline is key. The company’s executives and compliance team should
“understand the SOX requirements and then work backwards to give your company the most runway possible to get
done what you need to get done,” says Ms. Epler Jones. Here are the major stages:
•

Form S-1: The S-1 discloses all known material weaknesses. “Ideally, you start working through the documentation
of your risk and controls about 12 to 18 months in advance of your S-1 filing,” advises Ms. Epler Jones. “You want
to perform a round of walk-throughs. Catalog and manage your findings and make sure that everything has been
appropriately communicated to the audit committee and, ultimately, in the S-1 document itself.”

•

Initial Form 10-K: In addition to known material weaknesses, the first 10-K brings in a new layer of complexity
around management’s certifications under SOX Sections 302 and 906, as explained above.

•

First set of quarterly filings and second Form 10-K: While the Section 302 and 906 requirements continue, this
stage adds management’s assessment of internal controls over financial reporting.

•

Ongoing quarterly filings: In addition to management’s assessment, at this point the external auditors must give
their opinion on the company’s internal controls. “This brings more work,” cautions Ms. Epler Jones. “You need to
have more precise documentation. You have to do more testing. Definitely you are going to have more reporting
and communication all the way around.”
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Personnel involved in SOX compliance
The tentacles of SOX compliance extend throughout the company. They reach all the way to rank-and-file staff in
several departments: accounting/finance, treasury, governance, IT, and HR/payroll. “These folks own the key controls,”
Ms. Epler Jones asserts. “They ensure that their controls are in place and functioning throughout the year—working in
the way they are described.” In her recommendation, these “control owners” in the various company departments
should certify on a quarterly basis the same requirements that are eventually passed on to the CEO and the CFO.
At the next level, she suggests, the department heads should review the certifications from their teams, summarize the
information, and deliver all of it to the CEO and the CFO. Ideally, the CEO and the CFO will have both the detailed and
the summarized information, providing “a solid basis for making their own certifications.” As part of that process, they
need to share the information with the audit committee, whose input helps the CEO and the CFO “form the basis of the
actual certifications that go into the SEC disclosures.”
Ms. Epler Jones advises that companies build SOX compliance from the very start of the IPO process. Problems that
persist from the S-1 filing through the first Forms 10-K and 10-Q can have a serious impact on business reputation in
the capital markets at a crucial point in the company’s growth. “Your internal controls really should be one of the very
first things you take into account,” she recommends. “It’s easy to do it on the front end. It’s hard to play catchup.”
SOX-compliance technology, such as solutions available from Toppan Merrill, can help a company manage its
compliance workflows, problem resolution, and communications. A series of blogs on this topic are also
recommended. Remember: Control failures are generally repeated and, if not remedied, continue period to period.
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